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Introduction
Auto industry experts estimate that a person will be involved in three to four car accidents during
his or her lifetime. Thankfully, most of these crashes will be minor fender benders that result only in
property damage. But many other collisions do result in injuries, some of them fatal
Being hurt in an automobile accident can be a terrifying experience. The shock of the collision,
combined with the pain of the injuries and the sudden influx of medical expenses, can leave victims
feeling helpless and facing serious financial hardships. Even when a victim is expected to make
a full recovery, the costs from a car accident injury can easily reach into the thousands or tens of
thousands of dollars. For life-altering injuries, the financial toll can be even greater.
If your car accident injuries were caused by someone else, Maryland personal injury law allows you
to request financial compensation from the person or party who is at fault through their car insurance
policy. This is usually accomplished by filing a claim and obtaining a settlement from the insurer. Car
accident lawsuits are rare, filed as a last resort if a settlement agreement cannot be reached with the
insurance company
Dealing with the aftermath of a serious crash can be an unsettling and confusing undertaking. In this
eBook, you will find a comprehensive overview of everything you need to know if you’re involved in an
automobile accident in Maryland. You’ll learn:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What to do after a car accident to protect your legal rights
How Maryland’s auto insurance system works and its role in getting you money
Car accident statistics and data on the most perilous roads in Maryland
Common causes of crashes and injuries
Steps to resolve your car accident claim
Key factors that are considered in calculating your ultimate award
How Maryland’s contributory negligence law can impact your ability to recover compensation
What the insurance companies don’t want you to know about your car accident claim
How a lawyer can help
What to look for in a car accident attorney

Trollinger Law is committed to informing citizens of their legal rights after a car accident. If you
have questions after reading this guide or want a personalized consultation to discuss your specific
circumstances, call or contact us to set up a free case review.

We’re standing by to help.
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What an Auto Accident Attorney
Can Do for You
The moments after a car accident are chaotic. Once the immediate crisis is under control, you’ll be
faced with the prospect of figuring out how to make ends meet while you’re recuperating. If your
crash was caused by someone else, a successful claim for compensation could provide you with the
resources you need to stay financially afloat.

Many crash victims turn to auto accident attorneys for help obtaining the compensation they
need after a wreck. An experienced car accident lawyer can:
Conduct an independent investigation of the crash: Insurance companies
will perform their own investigations into your car accident, but their purpose
is to protect their bottom lines, not provide you with full and fair compensation.
Your auto accident attorney will be looking out for your best interests alone.
He or she will investigate your accident thoroughly, securing the evidence
necessary to build a strong and effective argument for why you deserve
maximum compensation.
Document your damages: Your auto accident claim should compensate you
for all your past, current, and future losses. This includes medical expenses,
lost wages, lost earning potential, lost quality of life, pain and suffering,
and more. A lawyer can estimate what your case is worth by collecting the
necessary documentation and looking at how cases similar to yours have
settled in the past.
Protect you from the unfair tactics of insurance companies: An insurance
adjuster will be assigned to your case once the claim is filed. He or she has
one goal: to minimize your case value and to pay out as little as possible.
Claims adjusters lay traps along your journey from collision to recovery. This is
the job they have been trained to do, and they’re good at it. A lawyer can help
you avoid making inadvertent mistakes and by talking to these adjusters for
you.
Work with experts to develop your legal case: Successful car accident
claims rely on strong, compelling proof. Sometimes telling your story can
be more effective with the added testimony from medical experts, accident
reconstruction specialists, and vocational and financial professionals. These
experts can provide unbiased opinions about the accident’s impact on your life.
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Negotiate a settlement with the insurance company(s): A skilled lawyer can
negotiate aggressively with the at-fault party’s insurer(s) to secure a settlement
that accurately reflects your losses.
Prepare your case for trial (if necessary): Most car accident cases are
settled. But sometimes, securing a fair award may come from filing a lawsuit.
A proven trial lawyer can prepare a strong case and represent you before a
judge and jury.
A compassionate, dedicated car accident attorney will see you as more than just a legal case. He or
she will be invested in helping you achieve the best possible outcome given the unique facts of your
case.

Maryland Car Insurance Laws
In Maryland, every driver must have auto insurance. According to Maryland Code, Insurance,
§ 19-504 and MD Code, Transportation, § 17-103, all vehicles titled and registered in the state must
carry liability insurance. Liability coverage will pay for another person’s injuries and property damage
if they are responsible for the crash.

The minimum requirements are:
•
•
•

$30,000 in bodily injury per person
$60,000 total bodily injury per accident
$15,000 in property damage per accident

In addition to liability coverage, Maryland requires insurance companies to offer other forms
of car insurance. These include:

M
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U
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Uninsured motorist/underinsured motorist coverage (UM/UIM): This
type of insurance can provide compensation from your own policy if you
are involved in an accident caused by a driver without insurance or with not
enough insurance to cover the full cost of your injuries. UM also applies if you
are struck by a hit-and-run driver. Coverage is required to be in the amount
equal to the liability coverage that you purchase.
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Enhanced underinsured motorist coverage (EUIM): In Maryland, you can
choose EUIM for added protection if you are hit by an underinsured driver.
A standard UIM plan is very different from an EUIM policy. Let’s say that the
at-fault driver purchased $30,000 in UIM coverage. You chose a $50,000
UIM policy. Under a standard UIM plan, the most you could collect would be
$30,000 from the at-fault driver’s insurance company and your insurer would
pay the difference (an additional $20,000). With EUIM, your insurance allows
for you to obtain the full amounts of both policies. That means that instead of a
$50,000 cap with UIM, you’d be able to get up to $80,000 with EUIM.
Personal injury protection (PIP): Drivers must also be offered by their
insurance company a minimum of $2,500 in personal injury protection (PIP)
coverage, also known as no-fault insurance. PIP benefits will pay for medical
treatments and lost wages from time your doctor writes you out of work while
recovering for your injuries. Using PIP can help you afford at least a portion
of your medical bills immediately, with the rest picked up by health insurance.
Once your claim is settled with the at-fault party’s insurance company, you can
pay these back.
Medical payments coverage (MedPay): Some insurance companies
limit their PIP coverage to $2,500, but allow MedPay to be purchased as a
supplemental benefit. Medical payments coverage is similar to PIP but only
can be used for medical treatment. Some insurance companies offer up to
$100,000 in coverage for medical care. Both PIP and MedPay are important
because the higher the coverage, the more you end up with in your pocket
when it comes time to settle your case with the s insurance company.

Finally, drivers in Maryland may choose to purchase additional accident-related insurance,
including:

Collision coverage: Pays for repairs to your vehicle in the event of a covered
accident with another vehicle

It’s very important to consider purchasing as much car insurance as you can in Maryland, particularly
the UM/UIM coverage. Around 12 percent of motorists in Maryland are uninsured, according to
industry estimates. That means that if you are hit by a driver without insurance or without enough
insurance to cover your injuries, you will be on the hook for the remainder of your expenses if you
don’t have additional coverage from your own policy.
Many times, motorists do not understand exactly what is covered in their auto insurance policies. After
a crash, it can be helpful to have a lawyer review your policy to make sure that you are accessing all
possible sources of compensation.
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Maryland Auto Accident Statistics
Automobile accidents are a leading cause of injury and death in the United States. In Maryland,
crashes are the second-most common cause of emergency department visits and
third-leading cause of hospitalizations.

The state Department of Transportation compiles statistics about auto
accidents across the state, which it reports annually in a statewide crash
summary.
Key statistics from the most recent report include:
•

There were nearly 118,000 crashes in Maryland in a recent year.

•

Roughly 34,000 of those accidents resulted in an injury. Almost
50,000 people were hurt.

•

Around 485 car accidents in Maryland were fatal, leaving more than
500 people dead.

A deeper look at the annual average number of auto accidents in
Maryland over a five-year period pinpoints certain crash trends:
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•

Around 30 percent of Maryland car accidents result in injuries.

•

Only 0.4 percent of collisions are fatal, but that still accounts for
more than 500 lives lost.

•

Most crashes in Maryland occur on state highways and county
roads.

•

Roughly 10 percent of auto accidents occur on Maryland interstates.

•

Most injury crashes happen on Fridays, but the majority of fatal
accidents take place on Saturdays in Maryland.

•

Although injuries appear to be distributed evenly among male and
female car accident victims, men are disproportionately involved in
fatal crashes. Male drivers made up nearly 80 percent of all auto
accident deaths during the study period.
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Most Dangerous Roads in Maryland
The most accident-prone roads in Maryland are often the most heavily traveled.

According to the Maryland State Highway Mobility Report, the expressways and arterial roads with
the most congestion include:
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According to data from the online platform ASecureLife, Maryland’s most dangerous highways is I-95,
which runs for more than 100 miles between the Delaware and Virginia borders. Notorious for its
heavily congested roads — especially for commuters heading in and out of Washington, D.C. — I-95
has been named one of the deadliest highways in America in numerous surveys. One traffic analysis
of NHTSA data found that I-95 was the deadliest road in Maryland during the summer months
between 2015 and 2017, with 32 fatalities occurring between May and September alone.
In addition, AAA identifies Indian Head Highway (Route 210) and the Baltimore-Washington Parkway
(Route 295) as two of most dangerous roadways in Maryland. In particular, the stretch of Indian
Head Highway between Wilson Bridge Drive and Kirby Hill Road is noted for being especially deadly.
Racing, drunk driving, and speeding are cited as contributing factors in many crashes on Indian Head
Highway.
Interstate 97 was also named one of the most dangerous freeways in Maryland by EverQuote,
with an average of 0.79 fatalities per mile during a six-year period. I-97 has seen several head-on
collisions caused by motorists driving the wrong way down the short 18-mile interstate, which runs
from Annapolis to Baltimore. Route 50 is also noted as a Maryland road where head-on collisions
caused by wrong-way drivers happen all too frequently.
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Common Causes of Maryland
Car Accidents
Most collisions are caused by someone else’s negligence, or recklessness. This happens when a
driver fails to obey the safety rules keep us all of us safe, needlessly endangering
everyone else on the roadway.

Some of the most common causes of car accidents in Maryland include:
Speeding: Driving too fast gives motorists less time to react to situations that
could cause them to lose control of their vehicles. On busy Maryland roads,
speeding is plainly a negligent act that could be grounds for a personal injury
lawsuit if someone is hurt.
Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs: Drunk driving and drugged
driving can drastically impair a driver’s reaction time, judgment, and arousal
levels. One person is injured in a drunk-driving crash every two minutes and
killed every 51 minutes, according to MADD.
Distracted driving: Drivers are distracted most frequently by cell phones. Car
stereos, GPS units, other occupants of the vehicle, eating, drinking, personal
grooming, and/or other outside can also divert a driver’s attention from the
road.
Reckless driving: In Maryland, reckless driving is defined as “wanton or willful
disregard for the safety of persons or property.” Acts of reckless driving can
include driving far in excess of the speed limit, weaving in and out of traffic,
following too closely, or being aggressive with fellow motorists.
Negligent driving: A lesser charge than reckless driving, a motorist may be
charged with negligent driving if he or she “drives a motor vehicle in a careless
or imprudent manner that endangers any property or the life or person of any
individual.” The difference between reckless driving and negligent driving can
be difficult to determine, so it’s important to consult a car accident lawyer if you
were harmed in a wreck. (See Maryland Code § 21-901.1. Reckless and negligent driving)
Unsafe lane changes: Failing to signal a lane change or to check mirrors and
blind spots are common causes of sideswipe accidents.
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Unsafe turns: Drivers who fail to use their turn signals, check mirrors for
pedestrians or bicyclists, or turn quickly in front of oncoming traffic can be held
liable if their actions lead to a crash.
zzzzz

Drowsy driving: A fatigued driver can be just as impaired as a drunk driver
behind the wheel. Studies indicate that anywhere from 2 to 10 percent of car
accidents are caused by sleepy drivers. But unless the driver admits it or there
were witnesses, it can be challenging to accurately estimate the scope of the
problem.
Inexperienced drivers: Young or inexperienced drivers are more likely to
make errors that could result in car accidents. Motor vehicle accidents are the
leading cause of death for teenagers, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).
Poor weather conditions: Inclement weather can cause vehicles to lose
control, especially if the driver is speeding or if the vehicle is not equipped with
well-maintained tires. Heavy precipitation or fog can also limit visibility, making
it difficult to see other vehicles, bicycles, or pedestrians on the road, or even
which way the road curves.
Low lighting: Driving at night, early in the morning, or at dusk can make
visibility difficult for drivers.
Poor road conditions: Broken pavement, potholes, and debris can cause a
tire blowout or other damage to a vehicle, spinning it out of control. In those
types of cases, a personal injury claim may need to be filed against a state or
local government. These types of cases are very complex with short deadlines,
so if you’ve been hurt, you need to contact an experienced car accident lawyer
immediately.
Heavy traffic: Maryland is no stranger to gridlock, especially in the DC metro
area. When a driver is careless behind the wheel, even a seemingly minor
error could result in a deadly chain-reaction collision involving many vehicles.
Poor vehicle maintenance: Cars need adequate tires, well-maintained
brakes, good windshield wiper blades and regular maintenance to ensure that
they are as safe as possible. If balding tires or improper air pressure leads to a
blowout that kills a fellow motorist, the at-fault driver could be held accountable
for their failure to care for their vehicle.
Vehicle defects: Car accidents can’t always be pinned on other drivers.
If faulty car parts cause an equipment failure that leads to an accident, an
injured victim may have a claim against the automaker or manufacturer of the
defective parts.
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Common Injuries in Car Wrecks
Car accidents can result in a wide variety of injuries, ranging from minor strains to serious
and life-changing trauma.

Examples of injuries suffered in Maryland car crashes include:
Cuts and bruises: In a serious crash, cuts can vary in severity.
Deep cuts made by broken glass or flying debris can lead to lifethreatening blood loss. In addition, some bruises or contusions may
be a sign of more serious internal bleeding.
Broken bones: Fractures may only be a small crack, requiring a
bone to be set and a cast placed. Compound fractures, particularly
where the bone comes through the skin, requires surgery and
lengthy period of rehabilitation. These breaks also pose the risk of a
secondary infection. In either scenario, accident victims run the risk
of losing significant income while fighting mounting medical bills as
they recover from their injuries.
Soft tissue injuries: The sudden jolt of a collision can cause
sprains, strains, and tears to the body’s tendons, ligaments, and
muscles. While some of these injuries can resolve with rest, others
may become chronic, permanent injuries or need surgery to repair.
Neck injuries: Whiplash is one of the most common car accident
injuries. It happens when a person’s body snaps back and forth
after being struck, usually in a rear-end collision. Though whiplash is
often discounted as a minor injury, it can leave victims with chronic
pain and other complications.
Back injuries: Herniated discs, cracked vertebrae, and sprains and
strains can leave an accident victim with lifelong pain and reduced
physical capacity, even with proper treatment and pain management.
Organ damage: The sharp impact of a car accident can damage
vital organs, such as the lungs, spleen, and abdomen. Broken ribs
can also puncture nearby organs, causing internal bleeding that may
go undetected for hours after the wreck.
Burns: If a car accident causes one of the vehicles to catch fire,
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occupants trapped inside may suffer burns. Second-and third-degree
burns can leave victims with permanent scarring and reduced range
of motion, even after painful treatments like debridement and skin
grafts are performed.
Amputations: The violent force of impact in a car accident could
cause a traumatic amputation of a limb at the accident scene.
Alternatively, the crash may damage the limb so badly that
amputation becomes necessary to prevent infection. Amputations
are among the most catastrophic of all injuries because they can
severely limit a person’s ability to earn a living or accomplish
everyday tasks. They also may result in emotional injuries, such as
depression or post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
Spinal cord injuries: A spinal cord injury can leave a car accident
victim with temporary or permanent paralysis. In the most severe
cases, survivors may be left unable to care for themselves, restricted
to a wheelchair, and reliant on breathing assistance for the rest of
their lives.
Head injuries: Head injuries can include skull fractures or damage
to the mouth, nose, ears, and/or eyes, potentially causing permanent
nerve trauma and reduced sensation in the affected area. Facial
injuries can also cause permanent scarring and disfigurement.
Traumatic brain injury (TBI): A traumatic brain injury can
range from a mild concussion to permanent damage that affects
memory, cognition, consciousness, and/or behavior forever. One
study reports that more than half of the patients who went to the
emergency department with a suspected concussion (the mildest
form of TBI) were not diagnosed at the time of the visit. A crash
victim may experience headaches or dizziness, nausea, or fatigue
the following days after a collision even when they may not have
struck their head.
Emotional injuries: Depression, anxiety, and PTSD are common
psychological problems experienced by car accident victims.
The severity of the injuries you suffer in a car accident will affect how much your legal case is worth.
If your injuries were generally minor and don’t have a long-term impact, you can expect to recover
less compensation than a person who suffers lasting physical and emotional trauma.
With that said, car accident cases are not always what they seem. A lawyer can conduct a detailed
investigation of the crash to determine exactly what happened, who should be held liable, and what
that means for your case.
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What to Do If You’ve Been in a
Maryland Car Accident
The steps you take in the hours, days, and weeks after a car accident can protect your rights and
interests if you later decide to make a claim for compensation against the at-fault driver(s).

You should:
Check for injuries and call 911: If you or someone else has been visibly
injured or appears to be in distress, call 911 to summon emergency medical
services.
Contact law enforcement: Even if paramedics are unnecessary, you should
still contact the police to obtain an accident report. The report will document
the officer’s findings at the scene, statements from the drivers and any
eyewitnesses, and potentially the officer’s opinion as to who was at fault. The
accident report is not legally binding, but can be critical persuasive evidence in
a car accident claim. In Maryland, police will write a report if one of the vehicles
is unable to drive from the scene or if someone must leave the collision scene
by ambulance.
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Get contact and insurance information from the other driver(s): Be sure
to get the name, address, phone number, and insurance information from all of
the other driver(s) involved in the wreck so that you can later file a claim with
their insurance company(s).
Document the accident scene: Take photographs or video from the accident
site if possible. Make sure to get shots of the positions of the vehicles and
any physical damage. Document environmental evidence at the crash site,
including skid marks, nearby traffic signals, weather conditions, lighting,
traffic congestion, and road conditions. Some cases are won or lost based
on this information from the scene. If you suffered visible injuries, you should
document them as well.
Identify witnesses: If there were any eyewitnesses to the accident, try to get a
short statement from them or their contact information so that your car accident
lawyer can get a statement from them later. If police respond to the collision,
let them know of any potential witnesses.
Seek medical treatment: Even if you don’t feel like you are in a lot of pain
after the accident, you should still get checked by your doctor or another
medical provider if you are experiencing stiffness feel “off,” or somehow
different after the collision. The shock of a crash can mask pain and other
obvious signs of injury. However, a physician may be able to detect your
injuries through a physical examination. Some people do not feel the full
effects of a collision until two to three days after the collision when they
attempt to return to work or their normal routine. Promptly identifying your
injuries will enable you to begin treatment as soon as possible and strengthen
your claim that those injuries were caused by your car accident and not from
an unrelated event.
Notify your insurance company: Ideally, you should talk to a car accident
lawyer before alerting your insurer to the accident. Check your policy. You may
be up against a deadline to notify an adjuster or risk losing access to coverage.
Contact a skilled Maryland car accident lawyer: An attorney can handle all
talks with the insurance company for you. A lawyer will also explain all of your
legal rights and options.
If you were critically injured in a wreck and transported straight to the hospital from the accident
scene, don’t worry if all of above steps weren’t taken. A hardworking legal team can still collect this
information for you. Your priority after being injured in an accident is to take care of your health first. A
lawyer can handle the details and provide guidance after reviewing the facts of the case.
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The Importance of Hiring a Car
Accident Attorney
After a car accident, you may be tempted to pursue compensation on your own. In minor crashes
with no injuries, it’s true that you may not need a lawyer’s help. However, in almost all cases, you can
improve the chances of a better outcome for your claim and maximize the financial compensation you
receive by hiring a car accident attorney.

A seasoned lawyer will:
Conduct a detailed investigation: Successful car accident claims are built upon a solid foundation
of evidence. An experienced attorney will know what’s necessary to build an effective, persuasive
case for you. A lawyer will also know how to interview eyewitnesses to get the most impactful
statement and how to secure important evidence from third-parties, such as surveillance video from
nearby cameras that may have captured the accident in real time.
Identify all liable parties: Although it may seem like a particular driver was at fault for your accident,
your attorney may identify others who are also to blame. For example, if another driver illegally cut
off the driver who hit you, that driver could also be held liable. It’s also possible that your lawyer could
uncover evidence that points to outside parties being responsible for the accident, such as a property
owner, government entity, or auto parts manufacturer.
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Identify all possible sources of compensation: The facts of your case will dictate what sources
of compensation are available to you. A car accident attorney can pursue compensation through the
insurance company(s) of the at-fault party(s), which may mean going through multiple insurers. A
lawyer can also review your insurance policy to see whether your personal injury protection (PIP),
medical payments coverage (MedPay), or uninsured/underinsured motorist insurance might be a
source of additional compensation for you. Keep in mind that you will only be able to recover up to the
amount of the relevant insurance policies’ limits.
Communicate with insurers for you: A car accident attorney can handle every aspect of the
insurance claims process from start to finish. That includes reporting your accident, dealing with
insurance adjusters, and managing settlement negotiations. It’s important to know that insurance
companies will be looking for ways to minimize your settlement amount. Usually, that means looking
for any way possible to push fault for the accident onto you. In Maryland, there are strict fault rules
that can bar you from receiving any compensation at all. A skilled lawyer can fight so that you are not
manipulated or unfairly blamed and let you focus on your recovery.
(See contributory negligence in an upcoming chapter).
Timely filing: Claims for compensation are time sensitive. In addition to insurance company
deadlines, Maryland also has a three-year statute of limitations on car accident claims. That means
that you have 3 years from the date of the collision to file a legal claim. Missing the deadline could
result in you losing out on valuable compensation, so it’s important to act quickly. Three years sounds
like a long time, but it’s easier for an attorney to investigate your case when the evidence is new and
the memories are fresh.
Having an attorney by your side
is important because it sends the
signal to the insurance company that
you cannot be taken advantage of.
You’ll have someone handling your
case who knows what your claim
is worth and understands the tricks
and tactics that insurance companies
use to avoid paying the full and fair
compensation that an injured party
deserves.
In the rare circumstances that
your case proceeds to trial, being
represented by a lawyer greatly
improves your chances of success.
Studies show that the majority of
clients who represent themselves in
court do not succeed.
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What the Insurance Company
Doesn’t Want You to Know About
Your Claim
Following your car accident, you will be contacted by your own insurance company as well as the
insurance company of the at-fault driver(s). This can happen very quickly. There’s a reason for this
quick response: The insurance company wants to offer you a swift settlement. While this can be
tempting given how much stress you are under, don’t accept it. These fast and easy settlements are
always less than what you deserve.
You may hear the insurance adjuster ask for you to provide a recorded statement, sign releases for
access to your medical records, or pressure you by saying a proposed settlement is the company’s
“best offer.” Don’t agree to anything until you’ve spoken to a car accident lawyer.

Other common misconceptions that insurance companies don’t want you to know include:
You don’t have to give the at fault party’s insurance company a recorded
statement: Insurance adjusters may try to convince you that a recorded or
written statement is essential in order for the claim to be processed. In reality,
they want to ask you pointed questions in an effort to minimize your injuries
and see if you will say anything that accidentally jeopardizes your claim.
You can avoid making any innocent errors by having your attorney do all the
talking.
You don’t need to sign anything with the at fault party’s insurance to
begin processing your claim: Similarly, the insurance company may say that
they need you to sign forms to get the claims process underway. Be careful —
the fine print could have you give up important rights. Make sure that a lawyer
reviews any document presented to you by the insurance company before
signing it.
Any settlement amount is negotiable: Although insurance companies use
formulas to determine a baseline settlement offer, there’s always room for
negotiation. The final settlement amount can vary based factors that can’t be
calculated easily, such as your pain and suffering. An experienced car accident
attorney has the benefit of knowing what cases similar to yours have settled for
and can push for maximum results in your case.
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You don’t have to provide them with your full medical records: The
insurance company only needs records pertaining to your accident-related
medical treatment. If it has access to your entire medical record, an adjuster
could go fishing for information about pre-existing conditions that could be
used as evidence against you to deny or reduce your claim.
You have time to negotiate: The insurance company often attempts to settle
your case in the beginning stages of your case. In the early stages, you may
not know how long your medical treatment will take for you to recover for your
injuries.
Filing a claim does not mean you are suing another driver: Accident
victims often feel uncomfortable at the idea of suing someone else, even
when the at-fault driver has caused significant injuries and financial hardship.
It’s important to remember that your claim is against the driver’s insurance
company, not the driver.
Hiring an attorney does not mean your case will need to go to trial: While
it is true not every case settles, the majority of cases settle before going to
court. The insurance company wants you to believe that hiring an attorney will
not be cost effective for you or that you will have to sue someone right away
to get a result. This is not typically the case. In reality,hiring an attorney can
alleviate a lot of stress and uncertainty about the future because if you do need
to file a lawsuit, your case is ready to go from the outset. Keep in mind that
even though the at-fault driver’s name will appear on the lawsuit you file, your
compensation in a successful claim will still come from the driver’s insurer.
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Car Accident Settlement Process
The process of seeking compensation for injuries that you suffered in a car accident begins with
filing a claim with the insurance company of the at-fault party. However, if you believe the accident
was caused by an outside factor — such as a vehicle defect — your claim would be filed against the
maker of the faulty part and would go through their insurers.

Once the process is underway, the insurance company’s adjusters
will investigate the accident to determine whether to accept liability. If
they do accept your claim, after your medical care has completed and
there is an understanding as to what your injuries, medical costs and
disruptions to your life are, then they will figure out how much money
they wish to offer you in a settlement.
Your attorney can prepare a demand packet that includes a page
numbered, organized list of all of your medical costs and records
related to your claim. Photos, a police report, and expert evaluations
are often included in this packet as well. This packet is submitted to the
insurance company to review for settlement purposes.
Then settlement negotiations begin. This means that you (and your attorney) will exchange competing
settlement offers with the insurance company. The parties may also share evidence to bolster each
other’s claim that their settlement offer is fair.
When an agreement cannot be reached, your lawyer may advise you to file a car accident lawsuit. It
begins with you (the plaintiff) filing a complaint in Maryland court. The complaint and summons will be
served to the other party (the defendant).
The defendant will have the opportunity to file an answer accepting or rejecting the allegations in your
complaint. If the other party files a contesting answer, the parties will proceed to the discovery stage.
During discovery, the attorneys will dig deeper into the case by conducting depositions, obtaining
expert testimony, and gathering more evidence they intend to use for trial.
Discovery is a critical stage. First, it gives both sides a chance to see the strengths and weaknesses
of the other’s case. It also helps your attorney develop a strategy to use during trial.
It’s important to note that settlement negotiations can be ongoing throughout the trial process. If it
ultimately reaches the courtroom, a judge or jury will decide the case.
You should also know that you are always in control of your case. Think of your attorney as a partner
in the legal process. If you are uncomfortable with the idea of trial, you don’t have to pursue it.
Ultimately, your lawyer is there to help you achieve the goals that you are hoping for.
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Factors That Can Impact the
Amount of Your CarAccident
Settlement
Your car accident settlement amount will depend on a variety of factors. As you work with
your lawyer, he or she can explain how certain factors may play a role in your case, such as:
The severity of your injuries: If you only suffered minor injuries in your crash, you will likely receive
a settlement that covers your out-of-pocket expenses, including medical costs, any lost wages if you
took time off work and the temporary inconveniences this collision caused to your life. More severe
injuries will allow you to argue for compensation for non-economic damages, such as pain and
suffering and lost enjoyment of life.
The long-term impact of your injuries: Catastrophic injuries that result in permanent disabilities are
more likely to result in larger settlements due to the lost quality of life that victims will experience as
well as their ongoing medical needs.
Age: Damages for lost earning capacity or lost earning potential may be awarded in some car
accident cases. The older you are, the lower the amount of these damages is likely to be. That’s
because younger people have a longer life expectancy and would thus endure more pain and
suffering than an older person.
Pre-existing conditions: Your medical condition forms the basis of any personal injury claim. If you
have a pre-existing condition, the at-fault party may point to it as the explanation for your injury rather
than the accident itself. They could argue your pre-existing condition entitles you to a lower settlement
amount.
Your degree of fault: Maryland has very strict rules surrounding fault in personal injury claims. Under
the state’s contributory negligence law, your ability to recover compensation could be eliminated if
even a tiny portion of fault is placed on you. (See the following chapter on contributory negligence in
Maryland).
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Contributory Negligence in
Maryland and Your Car
Accident Claim
Maryland is one of a handful of states (and Washington, D.C.) that operate under the contributory
negligence rule in personal injury claims. Under contributory negligence, an injured plaintiff cannot
recover any compensation if they bear any responsibility for his or her crash. Even if you are found to
be just one percent at fault, you will be barred from compensation entirely.

The harsh nature of Maryland’s contributory negligence rule is one of the primary reasons that you
should consider hiring a trusted car accident attorney. Insurance adjusters are trained to look for ways
to deny, diminish, or minimize your settlement amount. If they can shift even a tiny portion of fault
onto you, it’s mission accomplished for them.
Though it sounds tough to beat, there are valid arguments that can work in your favor. For example, If
you can show that the driver had the last and best opportunity to avoid the crash and didn’t, you may
be able to recover compensation despite the contributory negligence rule.
Compensation after a car accident can be a vital lifeline for families who are struggling under the
financial, physical, and emotional hardships that often follow a crash. A knowledgeable car accident
attorney can skillfully advocate on your behalf to show how the defendant was entirely responsible for
the collision.
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Questions to Ask a Car Accident Attorney
Not all lawyers are created equal. In addition, not all attorneys will be right for you.
How will you choose?

Here are some tips. First, interview at least three car accident attorneys before hiring one.
Ask these questions:
•

What area(s) of law do you practice?

•

Do you solely focus on personal injury law, including motor vehicle accidents?

•

How long have you been working on personal injury and car accident cases?

•

How many auto accident cases have you handled?

•

Have you worked on cases similar to mine?

•

How frequently do you go to trial?

•

What is your success rate?

•

Will other attorneys be working on my case?

•

Do you work on a contingency fee basis?

•

Will I be responsible for paying anything if my case does not prevail?

•

What are my financial responsibilities (if any) if I choose to terminate your services
in the middle of the case?

•

How long do you think it will take to resolve my case?

•

Do you expect that my case will go to trial?

•

What do you expect me to do to help with my case?

•

How often will we communicate with one another?

•

If I call or email you, how quickly can I expect a response back from you?

•

Do you have any client references?

•

What is your plan for my case?
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The goal of the questions that you ask any prospective attorney should be to determine whether
the attorney has the experience to handle your case and the track record of success to give you
confidence in his or her ability to recover maximum compensation for you. You should also feel
completely clear about how the representation will work and what your responsibilities will be.
Most importantly, you should only hire a lawyer that you feel comfortable sharing everything with.
Withholding information could ultimately hurt your case in the end. Listen to your gut and pick the
attorney who feels right to you.

What Trollinger Law LLC
Can Do for You
If you’ve been in a car accident caused by someone else, you need a lawyer
with the knowledge, experience, and resources to protect your rights to
maximum compensation. A Maryland car accident attorney at Trollinger Law
LLC can provide you with the compassionate, client-focused service that you
need and deserve.

When you work with Attorney Matt Trollinger, you can count on:
A free, no-obligation consultation to learn your legal rights and options after a car accident
A proven lawyer with the aggressive negotiation and trial skills needed to fight for maximum
compensation for you
A sharp legal team committed to carefully investigating your accident and securing the
evidence necessary to identify all liable parties and prove your case for compensation
A law firm with access to top medical experts, vocational representatives, financial planners,
and accident reconstruction specialists who can testify about how the accident happened and
how your injuries will impact your life
A detailed assessment of all your damages to place a full and fair value on your case
Preparation of your case so that it is ready for trial (if needed)
If you or a loved one have been injured in a car accident in Maryland, contact Trollinger Law LLC
today to schedule a free case review.
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